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vMOTTOS
There is ease in every hardship.
(QS. Al-Insyirah : 6)
“Dreamas high asthe sky, becauseifyou fall,
youfallamong the starsstill.”
(Ir. Soekarno)
“Ifwe are patient with the undergoingthat we must livehonestlyanddiligently, we will
come toa statethat is evenbetter thanweoriginallyaspired.
Thus,
be patientinhonestyandhard work, becauseit is what willdeliveryou.”
(Mario Teguh)
“So, do not justwanttheease.
Don’t letyourdesireforan easy, keeping youfromlearningto masterthedifficult.
Indeed, becauseyourability is greater thanall thetroubleyou have,this
lifeisactuallyjust as difficultfor everyone, wouldappearveryeasy
foryou,andwilleffectveryfriendly toyou."
(Anonymous)
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this action research was to enhance the speaking skills of
marketing staff at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana through speech activity in
speaking class. There were some problems identified: (1) fluency; (2)
accuracy; and (3) practice. Thus, speech activity was proposed as a technique
to be implemented in the speaking class to solve those problems.
This research was conducted in two cycles. The participants of this
research were the marketing staff of PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana. The
collaborators were the HRD staff of training affairs and staff who was English
Education graduate. The data of this research were in the form of qualitative
and quantitative data. To collect the data for the thesis, three instruments were
employed: (1) interview guidelines; (2) observation checklist; and (3)pre-test
and post-test. The qualitative data were obtained by observing the teaching
learning process, interviewing the collaborators and the marketing staff,
holding discussions with the collaborators, and taking pictures and videos.
Meanwhile, the quantitative data were obtained by administering a pre-test
and a post-test to see the improvement of the participants’ speaking skills.The
validity of the data was attained by applying democratic validity, dialogic
validity, process validity, outcome validity, and catalytic validity. In addition,
to make the data trustworthy or reliable, three kinds of triangulation (time
triangulation, investigator triangulation, and theoretical triangulation) were
used in this research.
Research findings showed that speech activity is useful as a learning
activity. It was revealed that oral presentations were beneficial to help
participants enhance their performance in speaking lessons. Research findings
showed that speaking skills of marketing staff improved after the speech
activity was used in the teaching and learning process. It was indicated by the
increase of the mean of participants’ speaking scores in the pre-test and post-
test (5.66 to 7.33). In addition, it also resulted in two other improvements.
First of all, the technique is believed to improve the participants’ motivation
in joining English lesson. Finally, the interaction among the participants and
between the participants and the tutor improved after the implementation of
class discussion.
Key words: speaking, marketing staff, speech activity
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Nowadays, English speaking skills are considered important in business.
It is because some companies do not only serve domestic customers but also
foreign customers. Serving foreign customers requires good speaking skills
mastery, since all the processes of business use English. It is assumed, then, that
employees should be able to speak English fluently. However, the fact that the
researcher found in the company where she did her job training was not as what it
was expected.
The company was a construction company, named PT. Beton Perkasa
Wijkasana. It was the member of Pola group, Germany. It sold famous products
of construction formwork of ‘Peri’ Germany. Not only products, it also provided
services of construction to all countries in Asia, Australia, and Middle East. This
office was as the representative office of ‘Peri’ for Indonesia and customers
coming from countries surrounding Indonesia. Most of the employees were civil
engineer graduates. Thus, they were good in civil engineering.  On the other
hand, related to the responsibility of the company which was as the representative
office of international products, the employees were supposed to be fluent in
speaking English, as international language. However, the employees there, even
the marketing staff, who were active doing the export and import activity, were
2lack of English speaking skills. It was only the head of the divisions who mostly
is good in English.
The marketing staff was lack of English speaking skills in these several
jobs. Firstly, marketing staff were lack of English in telephoning. Sometimes,
customers phoned the marketing to ask some questions about the project. They
asked only about the general knowledge of the product. It requires good speaking
skills. However, the reality that occurred was, the marketing staff were helped by
the head of the marketing to pick up the phone. On the other hand, when the head
of marketing was not at the office, the head of other divisions would handle it. It
occurred many times when the researcher did the job training. The researcher was
also asked to help by the staff to pick up some phones.
Secondly, marketing staff were lack of speaking skills when meeting
customers. They often met customers to discuss the project out of the office.
When it was the staff who went to the customers’ office, the head of the division
who was good in English would go with them. On the other hand, if it was the
customers who came to the office, they would be accompanied by a translator.
However, if they were not, someone who could speak English well would help to
translate. For instance, it is when there was a foreign customer coming from
Cambodia to the office. He wanted to make a building project. The staff who was
in charge went and met him. The marketing staff explained everything in
3Indonesian language. Fortunately, a translator was with him. Thus, after the staff
explained, the translator translated.
Lastly, the marketing staff was lack English when supervising. They
sometimes were sent overseas to handle the projects there. When they were sent
overseas, they did not only need English speaking skills mastery, but also cross
culture understanding knowledge. For instance, there was a person who would be
in charge to be sent to Middle East at the middle of 2014. Based on the interview,
it was stated that he was not sure with his ability of English since he realized that
his English was still poor. Furthermore, he had never been to Middle East before.
He argued that he is not familiar with their cultural norms. Therefore, he worried
that some ways of a lack of public speaking mastery could create a barrier for
business success by examining how he handled his job there.
In regard to the problems above, it was considered urgent to improve the
marketing staff’sspeaking skills. In addition, their job was mostly informing and
persuading which are mostly done speeches, belongs to public speaking skills.
However, they needed a technique which could be really implemented in their
real situation. Thus, it was argued better to improve their skills through practical
activity. Considering all the explanation above, therefore, it was concluded urgent
to improve the speaking skills of marketing staff at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana,
through speech activity.
4B. Identification of the Problem
Based on researcher’s observation in the class room and interviews, there
were some problems occurred in the marketing staff of PT. Beton Perkasa
Wijaksana regarding to the speaking skills. The problems could be classified into
several aspects, they were:
1. The lack of fluency
Fluency was the main problem of the staff. They did not fluently speak
English. They found it difficult to speak English. Based on the interview, they
argued that they could understand. However, it was hard to say something in
English. It was then, very important to make they speak more fluently.
2. The lack of accuracy
Accuracy was another problem of the staff speaking skills. Usually, when
someone did not fluently speak a language it could because of they were lack of
accuracy. They often made grammatical errors, for instance in the minimum
requirements. Thus, it made them less confident to use the language.
3. The lack of motivation and eagerness
Adults were different to students at school. Adults had more responsibility
in their jobs and in the family. Thus, they argued that they had less time to
improve their English. Moreover, their thoughts were more practical. They said, it
was useless to learn English at course. They did. However, it did not work.
Moreover, to ask them to learn English, they would say, they were busy and feel
5enough with the work. Since, the negative thinking has been in their mind,
therefore, it was needed to change their thoughts and show them the real and
practical way in learning English in friendly way.
4. The lack of practice
Another problem of the staff about speaking skills was the lack of
practice. An English education lecturer stated, “Language is a set of habit.” It
means, it is not a matter what the language is, we have to try to use the language.
Thus, if we want to be able to master a language, we have to use the language.
However, the marketing staff most used the English skills passively. They needed
more time and chance to practice. The Human Research Development (HRD) was
the division who had the biggest role to develop the staff skills, frequently hold
some training in order to develop the staff skills. Some training which was related
to the civil engineering was held very intensively for instance the NAV (electronic
data processing training). However, there was not any training which was for
developing the English speaking skills.
C. Delimitation of the Problem
Marketing staff used speaking most in their job. They often met customers
for describing the products, negotiating the prices and responding complains. In
short, the staff spoke to customer was to influence the customers’ thoughts or
feelings. Always, they depended on the translator. However, it was considered
important to be able to speak English fluently in case unexpectedly they meet
6jobs which require them to speak. Thus, it was assumed that they needed to
master speeches.
To make the research more focused, it was needed to make a limitation.
Based on the background and identification of the problems, it was impossible for
the researcher to cover all problems. Therefore, the researcher only wanted to
focus to solve the problem of lack of fluency and accuracy by giving them more
practice using a class room activity. It was assumed that when the fluency was
good, it was expected that the motivation and eagerness would also increase.
Also, the technique which was used in the research could give more chance to
practice speaking using English. When they had more practices, they would learn
how to make the grammar more accurate. Thus, it was decided important to show
them the practical way in learning English through speech activity in order to
improve the marketing staff’ speaking skills.
D. Formulation of the Problem
“How can speech activity improve the speaking skills of marketing staff at
PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana?“
E. Objective of the Study
The objective of this research was to improve the speaking skills of
marketing staff at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana through speech activity.
7F. Significance of the Study
This study was expected to give a valuable contribution to the following
parties:
1. The marketing staff
It was expected that speech activity could be a practical way in learning
English, which was suitable with the jobs the marketing staff at PT Beton Perkasa
Wijaksana. In addition, speech activity also could give them time to practices
peaking. Thus, when they had to speak with foreign customers, they could be
more natural and more confident as they had practice. Thus, it was assumed when
they are more confident, it would be easier to improve their English.
2. The institution
It was expected that through the research, the company would be more
encouraged to hold any language training, especially English. Therefore, the
English mastery of staff’ could be improved. Thus, the company could benefit
more.
3. The researcher
This study expectedly increased her awareness of the contribution of
speech activity to improve speaking skills and gave the experience in doing the
research and working with other people as well.
84. English students of Yogyakarta State University
The findings of this study expectedly became one of the considerable
references in writing their thesis or to improve their knowledge about teaching
and learning process for English students of Yogyakarta State University.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Theoretical Review
1. Theory of Speaking Skills
a. Definitions of Speaking
There are some definitions of speaking. Speaking is the process of
building and sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal
symbols, in a variety of contexts (Chaney, 1998, p. 13). According to Brown,
speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves
producing and receiving and processing information (Brown, 1994; Burns &
Joyce, 1997).Another word, speaking is an activity of conveying information
or expressing one's thoughts and feelings in spoken language. In addition,
speaking is also the activity of delivering speeches or lectures. The statements
are also supported by Cindy (2012), that speaking can be also the activity to
give a formal talk to a group of people. Therefore, it can be concluded that
speaking is an oral activity of someone which is not only used to express
feeling or thought but also to give lecture and speech in front of public.
According to Nunan (2001) spoken language has some characteristics.
Spoken language comprises short, often fragmentary utterances, in
pronunciation range. Furthermore, it is also mentioned that spoken language
has two basic language functions, i.e. the transactional and the interactional
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functions. Transactional speech involves communicating to get something
done, including the exchange of goods and or services. In the other hand,
interactional speech is communicating with someone for social purpose.
To sum up, it can be concluded that speaking is the activity of giving
information, using voices and words, done for making conversation. Speaking
is also done for formal talks. It is done for several intentions, whether it is
transactional or interactional.
b. Function of Speaking
There are some functions of speaking. According to Richards (2008),
there are three functions of speaking. They are talks as interaction, talks as
transaction and talks as performance.
Talks as interaction refers to what we people normally call it as
conversation. The aim of conversation is a person wish to be friendly and to
establish comfortable zone of interaction to the others. In the other hand,
people talks of transaction in order to make the other people react to what has
been said. The main focus is on what is said and done. The last function of
speaking is the talk of performance. This type of talks refers to the public
talks that transmit information to audiences, for example, class presentation,
public announcements and speeches. From the explanation above, it can be
concluded that speaking has three functions whether as conversation,
transaction or performance.
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In regard to the theory, the function of speaking which was promoted
on improving the speaking skills belongs to talk as performance. There are
some kinds of activity which could be classified as talk as performance, for
example, public speaking activity; speech.
c. Types of Speaking
Brown (2003:141) divides types of speaking performance into five
types:
1. Imitative
This is the first type of learning speaking. In imitative speaking, the
learners are given more drills. The drills are in the form of language spoken
by the teacher or tape recorder.  The learners simply imitate they hear from
the teacher or tape recorder. The speaking is not purpose for meaningful
interaction, however it only focus on pronunciation and elements of language
form like, pronunciation, stress and intonation.
2. Intensive
The second type of speaking is the intensive speaking. Intensive is he
continuity of imitative speaking. In this type of speaking, the learners practice
their speaking skills in the form of response tasks, reading aloud, sentence
and dialogue completion; limited picture-cued task, including simple
sequences; and translation up to the simple sentence level.
3. Responsive
12
Responsive speaking usually can be reflected by giving some
assessment tasks which include interaction and test comprehension. However,
the tasks only require short answers. Usually the task is in term of a very short
conversation, standard greetings and small talk, simple request and
comments. The learners only are given stimulus in the form of following up
questions or retorts.
4. Interactive
This type of speaking is almost near to the responsive. The difference
is only in the length and complexity of the interaction. The interaction can be
in the form of transactional or interpersonal exchanges. The transactional
interaction has the purpose of exchanging specific information. However, the
interpersonal interaction has the purpose of maintaining social relationship.
5. Extensive (monologue)
Finally it is the type of speaking for the intermediate level of learners.
The task of extensive speaking can be in the form of oral production task
include speech, oral public speaking, and story-telling. Language style used
is more formal. Thus, the monologue can be planned or impromptu. The
example of extensive speaking is casually delivered speech (for example my
vacation in the mountain, a recipe for outstanding pasta primavera,
recounting the plot of a novel or movie).
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To sum up, the type of speaking that the staff of marketing would be
improved was extensive. It was because their activity to improve speaking
skills was speech.
d. Micro and Macro Skills of Speaking
Brown (2003:142) points out a list of microskills and macroskills of
speaking, as follows:
1) Microskills
a) Produce differences among English phonemes and allophonic variants.
b) Produce chunks of language of different length.
c) Produce English stress patterns, words in stressed and unstressed
positions, rhythmic structure and intonation contours.
d) Produce reduce forms of words and phrases.
e) Use an adequate number of lexical units (words) to accomplish pragmatic
purposes.
f) Produce fluent speech at different rates of delivery.
g) Monitor one’s own oral production and use various strategic devices-
pauses, fillers, self- corrections, backtracking- to enhance the clarity of the
message.
h) Use grammatical word classes (nouns, verbs, etc.), systems (e.g. tense,
agreement, and pluralization), word order, patterns, rules, and elliptical
forms.
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i) Produce speech in natural constituents; in appropriate phrases, pause
groups, breath groups, and sentence constituents.
j) Express a particular meaning in different grammatical form.
k) Use cohesive devices in spoken discourse.
2) Macroskills
a) Appropriately accomplish communicative function according to
situations, participants, and goals.
b) Use appropriate styles, registers, implicature, redundancies, pragmatic
conventions, conversation rules, floor-keeping and –yielding, interrupting,
and other sociolinguistic features in face-to-face conversations.
c) Convey links and connections between events and communicative such
relations as focal and peripheral ideas, events and feelings, new
information and given information, generalization and exemplification.
d) Convey facial features, kinesics, body language, and other nonverbal cues
along with verbal language.
e) Develop and use a battery of speaking strategies, such as emphasizing key
words, rephrasing, providing a context for interpreting the meaning of
words, appealing for help, and accurately assessing how well your
interlocutor is understanding you.
It was unrealistic if the researcher wanted to improve the speaking
skills in all aspect of micro and macro skills, therefore, only some of micro
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skills that were tried to be improved in this research. They were in the lack of
fluency and accuracy. Furthermore, the list has proven useful in the domain
of specifying objectives for learning and maybe even more useful in forcing
test maker to carefully identify specific assessment objectives.
e. Classroom Speaking Activities
Speaking should be taught through attractive and communicative
activities. There are many types of classroom speaking activities. Harmer
(2001: 348-352) states six classroom speaking activities. They are acting
from script, communication games, discussion, prepared talks,
questionnaires, simulation, and role play.
1) Acting from script
Playing scripts and acting out the dialogues are two kinds of acting
scripts that should be considered by the teacher in the teaching and learning
process. In the playing scripts, it is important for the participants to teach it
as real acting. The role of the teacher in this activity is as theatre directors,
drawing attention to appropriate stress, intonation, and speed. This means
that the lines they speak will have real meaning. By giving participants
practice in these things before they give their final performances, the teacher
ensures that acting out is both a learning and language producing activity. In
acting the dialogue, the participants will be very helped if they are given time
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to rehearse their dialogues before the performance. The participants will gain
much more from the whole experience in the process.
2) Communication games
Games are designed to provoke communication between participants.
The games are made based on the principle of the information gap so that
one participant has to talk to a partner in order to solve a puzzle, draw a
picture, put a thing in the right order, or find similarities and differences
between pictures. Television and radio games, imported into the classroom,
often provide good fluency activities.
3) Discussion
Discussion is probably the most commonly used activity in the oral
skills class. Here, the participants are allowed to express their real opinions.
According to Harmer (2001:272) discussion range is divided into several
stages from highly formal, whole-group staged events to informal small-
group interactions. There are three most common activities on discussion.
They are buzz group. The activity is to predict the content of a reading or a
watching. The second is the instant comment about the lesson. He last is
formal debates. In debate, participants prepare arguments in favor or against
various propositions.
4) Prepared talks
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Participants make a presentation or speeches on a topic of their own
choice. Such talks are not designed for informal spontaneous conversations
because they are prepared and more writing like. However, if possible
participants should speak from notes rather than from a script.
5) Questionnaires
Questionnaires are very useful because they ensure that both
questioner and respondent have something to say to each other. Participants
can design questionnaires on any topic that is appropriate. As they do so the
teacher can act as a resource, helping them in the design process. The results
obtained from questionnaires can then form the basis for written work,
discussions, or prepared talks.
6) Simulation and Role play
Simulation and role play can be used to encourage general oral
fluency, or to train participants for specific situations. Participants can act
out simulation as them or take on the role of completely different character
and express thoughts and feelings as they doing in the real world. Those
activities can be used by teachers to teach speaking. Teachers can choose an
activity that related to the topic and objective of the lesson. Besides, they
must consider the situation, condition of the participants and materials that
will be taught. For example, they use simulation and role play activities
when they teach expressions. Teachers can ask them to write some dialogues
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and after that they have to act them out in front of the class. It may be used
by the teachers in using acting from script. In discussion, teachers can use
some pictures or maybe videos in a certain situation. These activities can be
used as the way to measure how far participants can speak, say and express
their feeling in English.
In regard to the topic of the classroom activities, the activity which
was conducted belonged to prepared talks. Speech activity belongs to
prepared talks activity. It was because the speech would be prepared before
the performance. The learner would choose a topic that then, would be
performed as speech.
2. The Teaching and Learning Process of Speaking
a. The Teaching  of Speaking
According to Brown (2007:7), teaching is guiding and facilitating
learning, enabling learner to learn, setting the conditions for learning. It
means that teaching speaking is guiding and facilitating learners to speak,
enabling learner to learn speaking, and setting the conditions for learning
speaking.
The success of productive-skill (writing and speaking skill) tasks
relies on the way teachers organize the activities and how they respond to the
participants’ works (Harmer, 2007:275). Harmer suggests a basic
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methodological model for teaching productive skills which is embedded in
the teaching and learning process done in this research study. The steps are
lead-in, set the task, monitor the process, and task feedback.
According to Harmer, the teaching is started by leading in the
participants to the topic. In this step, the teacher may ask them some
questions related to the topic to activate their background knowledge. The
next step is setting the task. After engaging the participants with the topic,
the teacher explains what the participants are going to do. The teacher needs
to demonstrate the activity as well as to provide all the information needed to
run the activity. After the activity is started, the teacher monitors the process.
He or she may go around the class, listen to participants working, and also
help them when they find difficulties. Once the activity has finished, the
teacher gives feedback to the participants. In giving feedback, the responses
are not merely focused on the language used by the participants, but also the
content of the task. In addition, showing the positive aspects of their
achievement toward the task is also important that the teacher does not
concentrate solely on their failings.
b. Participant
In teaching, participants or learners are another factor to be
considered in order to make a successful teaching. It is then assumed
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important to define the learners before doing the teaching and learning
process. There are some points to be highlighted in defining the learners.
1) Age
The age of the learners is a major thing to decide what to teach and
how to teach. Different age of people has different needs. For instance,
children will enjoy a learning process which uses game in delivering the
material whereas, adults will be more challenging when they are given
abstract things and are asked to imagine it.
There are some thoughts of the age of learners. For instance,
According to Steven Pinker (1994: 228) in Harmer, Jeremy (2001: 37)
“Acquisition…. is guaranteed for children up to the age of six, is steadily
compromise from then until shortly after puberty, and is rare thereafter.”
Pinker was going to say that children have more ease in learning a new
language. It is assumed that adults learn something slower than children. In
line with Pinker, Harmer stated that adolescents are more unmotivated and
uncooperative, so they make poor language learning. He added that adults
have more barriers in learning, rarely, adults are successful in learning.
Therefore, it can be summed up that the learners’ age highly influences the
learning process.
2) Motivation
21
There are several thoughts regarding the definition of motivations.
According to Harmer, Jeremy (2001), motivation is some kind of internal
drive which pushes someone to do things in order to do something. The
statement is also strengthened by the thoughts of Marion Williams and
Richard Burden. They suggested that motivation is a state of cognitive
arousal, which provoke a decision to act as a result of which there is
sustained intellectual and or physical effort, so the person can achieve some
previously set goals, Williams and Burden (1997: 120). From the two
statements above, it can be summed up that motivation is a cause of someone
which drives him to do something in order to achieve goals that were set up
before.
According to Harmer (2001) there are two types of motivation, they
are intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is the motivation
who is from the internal of the people it self. The person may have the
willingness to make themselves better. In the other hand, the extrinsic
motivation is the motivation which comes from the external of the person,
for instance is the need to pass exam. It means, participants can be even
motivated in two ways, internally and externally.
According to Reece and Walker (1997) motivation is a key factor in
the second language and learning process. They highlighted that less able
participants who are highly motivated can achieve greater more than the
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diligent participant who is not well motivated. In Harmer (2001), it is stated
that most researchers argue that the intrinsic motivation is the more essential
motivation. On the other hand, the general aim of learning a language is
because of the extrinsic factor, to be able to use the language for academic or
nonacademic purpose. Thus it can be assumed that participants must have
good motivation if they want to be successful in learning English. However,
also it is a job for the teacher to be able to highly motivate the participants.
c. Speaking Lesson
In teaching speaking, there are principles to be obeyed. According to
Brown (1994); Burns & Joyce (1997); Carter & McCarthy, (1995), the
general outline of speaking lesson are preparation, presentation, practice,
evaluation, and extension. The explanation is as follows:
1) Preparation
The teacher can use the preparation step to establish a context for the
speaking task (where, when, why, and with whom it will occur) and to
initiate awareness of the speaking skill to be targeted (asking for
clarification, stressing key words, using reduced forms of words). This
procedure aims at making the participants understand toward the topics that
will be taught. At this stage the tutor may use some leaning methods, such as
lecturing, brainstorming, and even questioning. Or, they can use instructional
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media to attract the attention of the learners in the process of delivering the
material.
2) Presentation
The teacher can provide learners with a preproduction model that
furthers learner comprehension and helps them become more attentive
observers of language use.
3) Practice
Practice involves learners in reproducing the targeted structure,
usually in a controlled or highly supported manner
4) Evaluation
Evaluation involves directing attention to the skill being examined and
asking learners to monitor and assess their own progress. The evaluation
process can be done through conducting tests or quizzes that can be
performed by participants individually or in groups. Individual test results
will provide information of the capabilities of each learner and group test
results will provide information on the ability of each group. The final score
of each learner is the merging the two scores.
5) Extension
Finally, extension consists of activities that ask learners to use the
strategy or skill in a different context or authentic communicative situation,
or to integrate use of the new skill or strategy with previously acquired ones.
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All staged of teaching speaking were conducted step by step as
suggested. It was aimed in order to reach the best result of speaking
improvement.
3) Teaching Speaking for Adults
Adults are different from young learners not only because of different
age but also they have different characterization. Therefore, in teaching
adults, the teacher has to consider the characterization. Harmer (2001: 40)
states that adult learners are notable for a number of special characteristics:
a) They can engage with abstract thought.
b) They have a whole range of life experiences to draw on.
c) They have expectations about the learning process and may already have
their own set patterns of learning.
d) Adults tend to be more discipline than some teenagers and crucially, they
are often prepared to struggle on despite boredom.
e) They come into classroom with a rich range of experiences which allow
teachers to use a wide range of activities with them.
f) Unlike young children and teenagers, they often have a clear
understanding ofwhy they want to get out of it.
The important thing is teachers have to involve the participants in
more indirect learning through communicative speaking activities. They also
allow them to use their intellects to learn consciously where this is
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appropriate. They encourage their participants to use their own life
experience in the learning process too.
4. The Nature of Speech
a. Definitions of Speech
There are some definitions of speech. In the Cambridge dictionary,
it is stated that speech is a talk giving information about something. People
usually talk in front of people for giving information. Thus, a speaker
should have more knowledge about things that they want to share.
According to Lingua Link, a speech is the process of presenting a topic to
an audience. Therefore, when people speak in front of other people, usually
they already prepared the topic.
There are several intentions in speaking. It is mentioned in the report
book of classroom action research conducted by Andriyanti, Erna
&Andayani, Rahmi. D., (2006) there are three main intention of speaking,
they are: (a) to inform (including speech, MC-ing, press conference and
paper presentation); (b) to persuade (including debate, negotiation, and
campaign); (c) to entertain (including drama, story-telling or role-play). It
is also stated that to be able to speak in front of the public, it is needed self-
confidence, general knowledge, good memorization, bravery and practice.
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To sum up, speech is a communication skill which generally has
intention to influence the hearers’ feeling or thoughts. Nowadays, speech is
used in several contexts including leadership, education and business.
b. Speech Format
Not only in writing, but also in making speeches there are things that
a speaker should obey. It is called as format. According to the University of
Southern Mississippi speaking center on www.usm.edu/speakingcenter, there
three important parts in speaking, they are introduction, body and
conclusion. The explanation is in the following:
a) Introduction
In introduction, a speaker starts the speech using an attention getter. It
is to pull audiences in with something interesting. The speaker can tell a
story, using interesting statements or a quotation. Next, the speaker must
introduce the topic. After that, the speaker tells about the outline of the
speech. Finally, the speaker use transition to jump to the body of the speech.
b) Body
In the body, the speaker state some points that he/ she want to explain.
After that, he or she explores the points clearly using examples and data to
support the arguments.
c) Conclusion
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In the conclusion, the speaker should make a summary of the speech.
It can be by restating the points or it will be better that the speaker can relate
the point to the condition of the audience in order to make the speech more
meaningful. The last, the speaker must close the speech using a strong
ending. The speaker use quotation or closing remarks which is impressive.
In every learner made a speech, they had to meet the requirements that
the speech had to have the introduction, body and conclusion.
c. Elements of Speech Communication
Many people describe public speaking as presentation. Like other
form of communication, there are some basic elements when someone
speaks in front of public. According to Griffin, Cindy, L (2012), the elements
are speakers, messages, audiences, channel, noise, feedback, and context.
1) Speaker
It refers to a person who stimulates public dialogue by delivering an
oral message. The speaker researches the topic of the speech, organizes the
material that results from the research, presents the message, and manages
discussion after or, in some cases, during a speech. Throughout this process,
the speaker is civil, considering the needs and characteristics of the audience.
2) Message
It refers to the information conveyed by the speaker to the audience.
Messages can be verbal or nonverbal. For example, a speaker giving a
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speech about his recent experiences in the military would use words to
describe those experiences and facial expressions and gestures to convey the
emotional aspects of those experiences. Most of our messages are
intentional, but sometimes, we send an unintentional message, such as an
unplanned pause, a sigh, or a frown that conveys an idea or a feeling we had
not planned to communicate. When we speak, we convey messages by
encoding, or translating ideas and feelings into words, sounds, and gestures.
When we receive the message, we decode it, or translate words, sounds, and
gestures into ideas and feelings in an attempt to understand the message.
3) Audience
Audience is the complex and varied group of people the speaker
addresses. Because of the ethical and audience centered nature of public
speaking, the speaker must consider the positions, beliefs, values, and needs
of the audience throughout the design and delivery of a speech.
4) Channel
It is the means by which the message is conveyed. A message can be
conveyed through spoken words, vocal tone and gestures, and visual aids.
The channel might include technology like a microphone, a CD-ROM, a
video, or PowerPoint slides.
5) Noise
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It refers to anything that interferes with understanding the message
being communicated. Noise may be external or internal. External noise,
interference outside the speaker or audience, might be construction work
going on outside the classroom window or a microphone that does not work
in a large lecture hall. Internal noise, interference within the speaker or
audience, might be a headache that affects one’s concentration or cultural
differences that make it hard to understand a message.
6) Feedback
Feedback includes the verbal and nonverbal signals the audience
gives the speaker. Feedback from an audience indicates to the speaker the
need to slow down, clarify, respond to questions, alter delivery, and the like.
7) Context
It is the environment or situation in which a speech occurs. The
context includes components such as the time of day and the place the
speech is given, the audience’s expectations about the speech, and the
traditions associated with a speech. For example, a commemorative speech
would likely be given in a formal setting, such as during a banquet or at a
wedding reception. A speech given as part of a service learning assignment
might be given in a very informal setting, such as in your classroom or at the
agency itself.
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Although each of these components is described separately, they are
interconnected. Notice that the speaker is both a speaker and a listener,
sending a message but also attending to feedback from the audience. The
audience members also have a key role, reducing external and internal noise
whenever possible and listening to the message thus, they can contribute to
the discussion that may occur when the speech is finished.
d. Advantages and Disadvantages of Public Speaking
According to Griffin, L. Cindy (2012) people speak in public is used
to clarify issues, stimulate thinking, persuade, or to invite others to make
perspective. He added that people speak sometimes is to make influence and
to be able to enter the public dialogue through giving thoughts and
arguments. Thus, it can be assumed that through learning public speaking,
participants will be able to:
1. Developing courage
It takes courage (at least at first) to stand up on the stage and talk,
even when a speaker may feel like running away and hiding. By facing a
demon, a speaker can learn to face and overcome even more situations,
becoming a more courageous person in the process.
2. Building confidence
There is no doubt that a speaker needs confidence to speak on a
public stage and also that speaking on a public stage can help a speaker
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become more confident. Just as being courageous once makes a speaker
more courageous at other times, so also does acting in a confident way
makes a speaker generally a more confident person.
3. Learning to argue
When presenting, a speaker often needs to put forward a coherent
argument. In the preparation that a speaker has to do, in the practice and on
the actual stage of public speaking, a speaker will learn much about the art
of argument, especially if a speaker get to engage with a speaker audience
in some form of question and answer.
4. Learning to persuade
As in a public speaking a speaker uses logical thoughts with their
own words, automatically they have opportunities to learn persuading. It is
as one of the aims of the speaking itself that is to persuade the audience.
However, not only public speaking brings benefits, but also it has
disadvantages. Sometimes, speech activity may not be effective in teaching
if the tutor could not manage the each participant’s involvement. Thus, it is
suggested if there are a big number of participants in a class, the tutor is
better to group the participants. Each group consists of participants with the
same level of proficiency. Participants with the high proficiency are in one
group and vice versa. Thus, the participants with low proficiency would not
be demotivated and the participants with high proficiency would not
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dominate. Finally, it is expected that the tutor then, could manage and assist
each participant better.
Although public speaking has disadvantages, it is believed that
speech is one beneficial way to improve speaking skills. It depends on the
tutor in using the technique and managing the class.
B. Review of Related Studies
There is a study that also making use the oral presentation in
improving learners’ speaking skills. The research aimed at developing
speaking skills through oral presentations with reference to the course book
“Talk time” for the second year non-major students at Hanoi University of
Industry in 2012. The study addresses three issues. They are (1) students’
attitude toward the use of oral presentation in their English Lesson, (2) the
impact of using oral presentation on students’ performance, and (3)
students’ suggestion so that oral presentation could be effectively applied at
HaUI.
The research finding showed that the students were actually highly
positive in their beliefs about benefits and usefulness of doing oral
presentation as a learning activity. In addition, the students also offered
some suggestions for the teacher and their friends so that oral presentation
would be more successful. Finally, it was revealed that oral presentations
were beneficial to help students enhance their performance in speaking
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lesson.
C. Conceptual Framework
There are some points to be highlighted in this research. The first
is that the most jobs of marketing staff regarding to the speaking skills were
describing, informing and persuading. The three intentions of speaking were
usually done when people make a speech. In making a speech, they were
facilitated to give information, to describe and to persuade. Yet, still the
lack of improving speaking skill was the lack of fluency and accuracy. The
stated that they could understand when people speak in English. However,
they found it was hard to speak in English.
Secondly, as the learners were adults, they were lack of
motivation in learning English especially if they had to speak. Based on
interview and observation conducted, most of them said, they were afraid to
make mistakes. In teaching speaking, therefore, the tutors had to encourage
the participants to speak. The tutors also had to convince that it was normal
to make mistakes. A proverb said, “Practice makes perfect.” Thus, the
staffmade mistakes because they are lack of practice and it is assumed that
they need apractical technique to encourage them to practice speaking.
Next, in teaching speaking, speech activity was used as the
strategy to make the participants speak up. Speech activity was another kind
of prepared talks which belongs to class room speaking activities which was
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promoted by Harmer.  Furthermore, speech activity allowed participants to
learn and understand more about public speaking activities. It was planned,
by making speech, they would be able to clarify issues, stimulate thinking,
persuade, or to invite others to make perspective.
With regard to the improving speaking skills of marketing staff in
PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana, they had to be able to respond physically or
orally. It was believed that the tutor could help the learners to improve their
speaking skills through speech activity. To achieve the improvement of
participants’ speaking skills, the collaborators and researcher could
collaboratively work to find problems and their causes. Then, they would try
to solve the problems by planning, implementing, observing and reflecting
the activities. It was expected that there would be some changes in the
teaching and learning process therefore the speaking skills of marketing staff
of PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana would also improve.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
This chapter provides information about how the research was
conducted. It gives explanation on the type of the research, setting of time and
place, subject of the research, data collecting instruments, data collecting
techniques, data analyzing techniques, data validity and reliability, and
procedures of the research.
A. Type of the Research
The type of the research which was conducted was action research.
According to Burns (2010), action research has aim to solve the problems of
the teaching and learning process. Therefore, the researcher had to identify
the problems before the action was carrying out.
In line with the objective of the research, the aim of this study was to
improve the speaking skills of marketing staff in PT. Beton Perkasa
Wijaksana. This action research focuses on improving the speaking skills
through speech activity and encouraging them to use English more regularly
thus the improvement of the speaking skills can be reached.
This research design consisted of two cycles. The plans to solve the
problems found in the reconnaissance then, they were observed and was
reflected (evaluated). The implementation was conducted to find the results
based on the indicators made previously. The plans was then revised and
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implemented again if the first one could not be considered effective to
improve the marketing staff speaking skills. The processes in action research
can be explained in the following schema:
Figure 2: Kemmis and McTaggart’s Action Research Cycle in
Burns (2010:9)
The researcher implemented the action in two cycles. The researcher
identified some problems. Then, a draft of some action was formulated to
solve the problems. Next, it was the implementation of the action. Finally,
reflections of the action were made.
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B. Setting of the Research
This research study was done at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana
involving 6 staff of marketing staff. They were sales engineers and staff of
export of the company. The company was located in Jalan Raya Serang
Km.16.7, Cikupasubdistrict, Tangerang District, Banten Province. The office
has two floors. The first floor was for lobby, purchasing division, General and
Maintainance division, Research and Development division, Order
Management division, two meeting rooms, a mosque, a pantry and toilets.
However, the second floor was for the HRD division, the marketing division,
the quality assurance division, the IT division, the finance division, the
director room, a meeting room, a mosque and toilets. The company also had
some other facilities such as parking areas, a canteen and a minimarket.
The observation was conducted for four months as the researcher did
the job training at the same company. However, the study was conducted for
three weeks only for the implementation of the action and the reflections since
the observation and planning have done during the job training.
C. Subjects of the Research
This research study included six marketing staff of PT Beton Perkasa
Wijaksana.  They were sales engineers and export staff. As described
previously, their speaking skills could be assumed as low. Furthermore, this
study also involved two collaborators. One was the HRD staff of the training
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affair and another was a staff of Order process division who is an English
Education graduate. Finally, the collaborator also accompanied, supervised
and gave opinion about the implementation of the speech activity.
D. Object or Focus of the Research
The research focused on the speaking skills ability of marketing staff
at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana. The reason behind this was that many staff
still encountered many difficulties in speaking English because they lacked of
practice. Speaking activities become so crucial for them that staff speaking
skills is used in their jobs.
E. Research Procedure
This research belongs to classroom action research which has several
sequenced procedures.  According to Burns (2010: 8), there are four
procedures in doing this kind of research. Those are planning, action,
observation, and reflection. The more detailed explanations are as follows.
1. Planning
In this first stage, the researcher tried to find some problems the staff
actually encountered related to their speaking skills. The researcher used
observation and interview to draw the problems the staff faced when they
were having speaking activities.  After making a draw of their problems, the
researcher designed lesson plans using speech activity. The researcher
planned and prepared what material that would be used, how to manage
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participants, how long this treatment would take, and what properties that
would be needed. The researcher also consulted to collaborators on the
company about the preparation that would be done by the researcher.
2. Action
In the stage of action, the researcher taught the participants with the
language skill of speaking by using speech activity. The material was
prepared based on the need analysis using interview. The researcher used
some lesson plans which had been prepared in the previous stage and which
include speech activity.  The activity in each cycle included preparation,
presentation, practice, evaluation and extension.
3. Observation
Observation that was done in this step was about to observe
participants’ speaking skills during the teaching learning process in the
previous stage. The researcher paid attention on how participants’ attitude
toward speech activity and what problems that would emerge during the
action. The researcher and collaborators made field-notes to collect the data
of observation. The researcher interviewed participants and collaborators to
make a reflection dealing with the teaching learning process.  It might cross
check the information of observation also. The researcher also made pictures
and videos to document the teaching learning process that would be used to
reflect the action.
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4. Reflection
In this final step, the researcher reflected, evaluated and described the
effect of speech activity to participants’ speaking skills. The researcher read
field-note data, and then drew a conclusion of the data. After that, the
researcher discussed it with the collaborators to make a conclusion and a
reflection. The researcher also looked at the video as data to see participants’
behavior in the class. It was used to conclude what their attitude with regard
to the action based on those data. The researcher also made a conclusion of
participants’ reflection to see their responses to the treatment.
Based on the finding of the data that was made in the observation, the
researcher and collaborators made a conclusion and an evaluation on how
speech activity conducted to improve speaking skills. It would show whether
staff’ speaking skills improved after having the treatment, what the weakness
of the action, and what would be needed to do more to improve of the action.
The reflection stage will help the researcher and the collaborators to plan the
next planning in the next cycle.
F. Data Collecting Instruments
In this research, the researcher used some instruments, like
observation checklists, and interview guidelines and speech tests to collect
the data.
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1.  Interview guidelines
The interview guidelines helped the researcher to interview the
collaborator and the participants. The interview guidelines used before the
action to gained data related to the job they frequently do that related to
English in order to analyze the needs.
2. Field note
The field notes were used to see the process of teaching and learning
process. During the implementation, the researcher and collaborator
produced some field notes as the reflection of the implementation.
3.  Observation checklist
The observation checklists were used to check whether the teaching
and learning process run well or not. Therefore, it was expected that the
observation checklist gave the research information related to the
implementation of speech activity. The collaborators filled the observation
sheets by putting a tick on the column of the statements related to the process
of teaching and learning process.
4. The pre-test and post test
The researcher conducted a pre-test to assess the participants’
speaking skills before they were given the treatments to improve their
speaking skills. In addition, they made speech as the regular tasks. The score
of the tasks were used as the reflection of the action. It helped the researcher
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analyze whether the treatments which were being used in the class run
effectively or not. Finally, at the end of the cycle II, they made a speech
individually and the researcher assessed whether there were improvements of
their speaking skills or not.
In addition, the researcher used video documentation to gather the
information about the participants’ involvement during the teaching and
learning process, the strength and the weaknesses of the teaching techniques,
the materials and media used.
G. Data Collecting Techniques
In this research, the data were collected by using some techniques, as
follows.
1. Observation
In this research, the researcher and the collaborator observed the
working process of marketing staff of PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana. The
observation sheets were used to help the observers the need analysis in this
research, such as the staff’ jobs and the frequency of jobs that using English.
Also, the researcher asks them to state their condition regarding their peaking
skills toward their jobs.
2. Interview
The researcher interviewed a HRD staff and the head of export
division. It is related to gather the problems and solution that should be done
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to solve the problems. The researcher also interviewed some staff of
marketing as the research subjects related to the staff feeling during the
teaching and learning process, their reflections on learning, their
observations during the classes, their success and difficulties in learning, and
their perceptions on the instructional material. The interviews were done
before and after the implementation.
3. Evaluation of the participants speaking tests
The researcher gave a task in every meeting, for example, at the
beginning of the class, the participants would listen to a song. After that, they
were asked to fill in some blanks about the lyric of the songs. The activity
and task were used as a warming up also input of speaking. In addition, at
the end of every meeting, they were asked to speak in front of the class to
present a speech related to the topic of the day. The activity was used to
monitor their improvement of speaking. Finally, at the end of the cycle II, the
participant presented a topic. The test was used as their final score. In
addition, the score also reflected whether the action implemented effectively
or not.
Table 1: Types of data, instruments, and data collection techniques of the
research.
Data Instrument Collection
Technique
Usage
participants Interview
guidelines
Interview,
observation
before
implementation
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material Interview
guidelines
interview before
implementation
participants’
speaking
skills
Pre-test
Post test
Field note
Pre-test
Post test
Observation
Before, In
reconnaisance,
after
implementation
Teaching
and learning
process
Observation
checklists
Videos
Pictures
Observation In reconnaisance
H. Data Analysis
The data obtained from the questionnaires, observations and
interviews was analyzed after each cycle was done. To analyze the data, the
researcher used the descriptive analysis. In this case, the researcher
interpreted the data and changed it into a long description based on the
results of the instruments. This kind of interpretation then defined the results
of the use of action, whether it was effective or not to improve marketing
staff’ speaking skills of PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana.
The qualitative data was analyzed by using stages stated by Burns
(2010: 104-105) as the following stages:
1. Assembling the data
In this stage the researcher collected the data such as field notes,
interview transcripts, the questionnaires, and tests. After that, the data were
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scanned in a general way to show up broad patterns so that they could be
compared and contrasted. Thus, she could see what really occur in the field.
2. Coding the data
After scanning the data, the researcher coded the data into more
specific categories. The data was categorized into two sources, i.e.
qualitative and quantitative data. The qualitative data were taken from the
observations, field notes, interviews and the questionnaire. Meanwhile, the
quantitative data were from the reflections and participants’ tasks and
participants’ test.
3. Comparing the data
Once the data had been coded, the researcher needed to see whether
the patterns were repeated or developed across different data collecting
techniques. In this research, the researcher compared the data of the
interview transcript to the data of the questionnaires. It was done to make
sure whether the participants gave the same response or not.
4. Building interpretations
The fourth stage was the point where the researcher and the
collaborator thought deeply about the meaning of the data and then
interpreted it. They might come back to the data several times to pose
questions, thought of the connection and developed the explanations of the
research’s meanings.
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5. Reporting the outcomes
The last stage of data analysis process was presenting the research
and the research findings for others. Regarding the quantitative data, the
researcher analyzed the participants’ speaking in two ways. The first was by
using the mean scores of the participants’ tasks and test after they got the
action. The mean scores were obtained by dividing up the participants’ total
scores with the number of the participants. The second, the researcher
compared the standard deviations. The standard deviations gave more trusted
information about the heterogeneity or homogeneity of a group. The higher
the empirical standard deviations, the more heterogeneous the group would
be, while the lower the empirical standard deviations, the more homogeneous
the group would be.
I. Data Validity and Reliability
There were two types of data in this research namely qualitative and
quantitative data. According to Anderson et al. in Burns (1999: 161-165), to
make the qualitative data valid, there are five kinds of validity: democratic
validity, outcome validity, process validity, dialogic validity, and catalytic
validity. There are also some kinds of trustworthiness of the qualitative data
such as time triangulation, investigator triangulation, space triangulation and
theoretical triangulation (Burns, 1999: 163-164). However, because of the
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limited time and space, the researcher only used four types of validity and
two types of triangulation.
1. Democratic validity
It was related to the extent to which researcher was truly
collaborative. This study tried to fulfill the criterion by doing such interviews
with the participants and having discussion with the collaborators in finding
and selecting problems to be solved, and in planning, implementing, and
observing the action.
2. Outcome validity
It was related to the notion of action leading to outcomes that were
“successful” within the research context. This research was expected to be
able to solve more than one problem in the teaching and learning process, for
example, ones which were related to the speaking skills, motivation, and
involvement. The outcome validity was going to be seen in the reflection
stage. It could be said that the research was successful if there were some
improvements on participants’ speaking skills and motivation.
3. Process validity
It was related to the extent which raises questions about the process
of conducting the research. In fulfilling the process validity, the researcher
did observations, made field notes, interviewed the staff. On the other hand,
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the collaborators observed the teaching and learning process using the
observation checklists.
4. Dialogic validity
It was related to the extent that parallels the process of collaborative
enquiry or reflective dialogue with “critical friend” or other participants. In
this research, the researcher talked with the collaborators to review the action
so that she could plan better lessons for the next meetings. She also had a
dialogue after the whole action was implemented and the findings were
interpreted to validate her findings and to evaluate what she had done.
The reliability of the data were gained by giving genuine data, such
as the field notes, interview transcripts, the results of the tests, and other
video recordings. To obtain the trustworthiness, the researcher used the
triangulation techniques as follows.
1. Time triangulation
The data were collected at different points in time or over period of
time to get a sense of what are involved in the processes of the changes. In
this research, the researcher collected the data about the improvement of
speaking skills through having tests, observations and interviews in two
cycles. Furthermore, the portraits of the classroom situation were recorded in
the observation checklists and field notes which were taken in every meeting.
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2. Investigator triangulation
More than one observer got involved in the same research setting to
avoid observer being biased and to provide checks on the reliability of the
observation. In this research, the researcher (R), the collaborators (C) were in
charge of observing the teaching and learning process so that the observers
contributed much in making the current field notes and filling the
observation checklists. Dealing with the quantitative data, the researcher
constructed validity. In this research, the researcher used speaking tests to
assess the participants’ speaking skills. Classroom situation was recorded in
every meeting.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
A. Research Procedure and Findings
This research belongs to action research (AR).The research procedures
implemented in this research consisting of planning, action, observation, and
reflection that is proposed by Kemmisand McTaggartt in Burns (2010:9). In the
first stage, planning, the researcher and the collaborators determined some
problems based on the observation toward the teaching learning process and
some interview that were carried out before. Then, a discussion was held to limit
the problems focusing on some problems which would be solved. After that, the
actionthatmightbe implemented to solvethe problems was planned by the
researcher. The collaborators were the HRD staff of training affairs and a staff of
process order who is an English Education graduate.
1. Condition on the Pre-Action
The observation of the research was done in the class when the researcher
did her job training at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana, starting on Monday,
November 25th 2013 until Tuesday, March 25th 2014. Furthermore, during the
observation, the researcher also conducted some interviews to some staff of
marketing, and collaborators. Those interviews and observations were done to
find out the condition of the marketing staff regarding speaking skills.
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Based on the interview result and observation conducted, it was found
that staff’s speaking skills were still poor. The first interview was conducted to
the HRD staff, after she hadfinished explaining to the researcher about the
condition of the office. She stated that the English skill of the staffwas still poor.
This was because the Englishhad not become the main focus of the management
development. The main concern was still on the civil engineering skills. Only
some who were good at English. Generally, those were who have upper position
like the head of division. To support the statement, the following was the
interview transcript.
Based on interview 1, it was found that there were some factors that
cause the poor skills of English at marketing staff. It was stated by the person
who was in charge handling the staff that one of the factors was because of the
management. There was not any requirement of English mastery when recruiting
new staff. The general requirements were merely on civil engineering skills.
R : Mbak, kemampuanbahasaInggriskaryawan di sinigimanasih? (Miss,
how is the English skills of the staffs?)
C : Yakurang, bahasaInggrismasihbelumjadiprioritas di kantor.
Padahal customer luartuhbanyak.Jadinyayamemangbelum bias
diandalkankemampuanbahasaInggrisnya.Paling yang lancer
bahasaInggrisnyatuhbosbos kaya Bu YulisamapakZaki. (I classify it
as poor since the English is not the priority as yet by the office. Even
there many foreign customers, their English skill is unpredictableOnly
some who are good at English, mostly those are who have upper
position, like Mrs. Yuli and Mr. Zaki.)
Interview 1, Monday, November 25th 2013
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To find another fact of English mastery of marketing staff, the second
interview was conducted. The researcher wanted to find out statements from the
staff itself. The interview was conducted one month after the first interview. It
was done when the researcher did her job training. The first one month she tried
to observe by herself the activity of English and the English mastery of staff in
speaking. She found out that what was said by the HRD was true. Finally she
conducted the second interview to the staff. Most of thestaff said that they were
regularly using English just for emailing. They said, it was because they lacked
of practice. They had many input about English unfortunately, they never
practice. They added, sometimes they had to speak English when they met
foreign customers or supervision from Peri Germany. They argued that they
could understand if people spoke in English if it was slowly, however it was still
hard for them to respond. They stated, the crucial way was only practice,
unfortunately, they did not.This following interview transcript supported the
statement.
R : Mbak, kalodisuruhngomongbahasaInggrisgimana? (Miss, how if you
need to speak in English?)
P : Susah..akungerti, tapikeluarinresponnyasusah. (I find it difficult, I
understand, but it is hard for me to respond)
Interview 2, Monday, January 2nd 2014
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Furthermore, from the observation, it could be seen that the staff were not
interested and enthusiastic in doing activities related to speaking English. It could
be seen when there was a phone call from a customer from Australia asking for
Galvanis, when Mrs. Yuli was not in (the head of marketing) only the receptionist
asked for help to the job trainers, to pick up the call. This could be seen by the
following field notes.
The fact that most staff had low motivation toward English at the office was also
stated by the head of marketing division in the interview, as follows.
When there was a call from a customer from Australia, all the marketing staffs
did not pay attention. They just focused on the email, in the other hand the
phone call was the responsibility of Mrs. Yuli, the head of marketing division.
Unfortunately, Mrs.Yuli was not at the office, thus, the receptionist asked for
help to the job trainees to pick up the call.
Field notes 1, Thursday, 13th February 2014
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The interviews and field notes above shown that staff not only had low
motivation but also had low competence in speaking skills. Most marketing
staffwere lack of speaking English. They only always used passive English. Even
when there were calls or meeting with foreign customers, it was the head of
marketing who handled it. Furthermore, if she was not at the office, the staff
would ask for help to the head of other divisions who were good at English.
R : Bu, menurutIbu, bagaimanasihkemampuanbahasaInggris staff
marketing padaumumnya, terutamadalamkemampuanberbicara? (What
do you think about the marketing staffs’ ability in English, especially in
speaking skills?)
YSI : Kalau menurut saya, bahasaInggrismerekapadaumumnyalumayan,
jikadilihatdarihal passive,
karenakanbanyakcarajugauntukbelajarterutamasuratmenyuratmenggun
akanbahasaInggris, misalnya Google translete.
Tapikalauditanyasoalkemampuanberbicaranya, sayakatakan,
harusbanyakpeningkatan.Terutamasoalmotivasimbak.Rata
ratamerekacerewet, tapibukandalambahasaInggris.Namanyajuga
marketing.Jadikalauada customer luar yang telepon, yasayalangsung
yang turuntangan.Kalausayatidak di tempat, biasanyamintatolongpak
Reza ataupakZaki. (I think the staffs’ English skills in general is pretty
good, in case of passive English, as there are tools to learn it for
example for emailing in English, they can see googletranslete. However,
for the speaking skills, they need much more improvements. The most
important is in the matter of motivation. They are talkative but not at
English. So, when there are calls from foreign customer, it is me, who
usually pick the calls up. F I was not in the office, usually the
receptionist asked for help to Mr. Reza or Mr. Zaki.)
Interview 3, Tuesday, January 8th 2014
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On the other hand, there were not efforts to solve the problem yet. The
HRD of training and employee development affairs whichwas responsible to hold
some training in regard of improving the staff’s English speaking skills stated that
they did not hold any English activity yet. However, they planned to do it next
year. It was because everything preparation. Thiscould be seen from the interview
transcript below.
Besides interviewing the HRD staff, the marketing staff itself, the head of
marketing division and observing theactivity in the PT. Beton Perkasa
Wijaksanarelated to the English speaking activity, the researcher also
administered a speaking test before the actions. The marketing staff was assigned
to make a presentation about cross cultural understanding. Each of the staff
should speak related to the topic of business cross culture understanding of some
countries, which were the most frequently did business with PT. Beton Perkasa
R :Mbasarah, kalauuntuk training
bahasaInggrissendirisudahpernahdilakukanbelummbak? (Miss. Sarah,
is there any English training which is held before?
C : Belumpernahsejauhini. Tapiaku, selaku HRD yang menangani masala
training, berencanauntukmelaksanakannyatahundepan. Kita
kanperlumempersiapkansegalanyaterutamasoaladministrasidan
budgeting, Zah. ( So far, not yet. However, I am who responsible to any
training in this office, plan to hold English trainings next year. On the
other hand, we should think of everything, the administration and the
budget. It should be prepared well, Zah.)
Interview 1, Monday, 25th November 2013
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Wijkasana. The countries were Germany, Middle East countries, Australia and
Japan. The researcher, then, did reflection of the score of the staff’s speaking
skills. The mean result of the pre-test is 5.66.
Based on the problems which occurred in the teaching learning process, it
could be concluded that the main problems of speaking were:
a. Mistakes of grammar and pronunciation were everywhere
b. Staffwas not confident when speaking English.
c. Most of the staff tended to read the article than to speak.
d. Staffwas not focus on speaking English. They often switched the English into
Indonesian language.
e. Some staffwas not enthusiastic and interested toward thepretest.
After discussing the problems and the causes of those problems, some
actions to solve the problems were planned. The staff’sability, staff needs and the
time in planning the actions were considered, especially inpreparing the input
texts and videos, the activities, and the exercises.
2. Determining the Action
After the problems had been discussed and limited, techniques or method
that could be used to solve the problems were then determined. Speech activity to
improve marketing staff’ speaking sills was proposed. The collaboratorswere
interested and convinced that speech activity would help the staff. Finally, the
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researcher and the collaborators agreed to use the technique to improve the staff
speaking skills. Based on the discussion between the researcher and the English
tutor, the actions that would be implemented were as follows:
a. Conducting speech activity as learning techniques to help staff learn English
better.
b. Conducting speech activity as a speaking strategy to improve staff’ speaking
skills.
c. Conducting speech activity as a chance to practice speaking skills.
B. The Report of Actions and Discussions
1. Report on Cycle 1
This research was carried out in 2 cycles. The first cycle consisted of two
meetings, while the second cycle consisted of three meetings. The first cycle was
held on Tuesday, 24th June 2014 and Thursday, 26thJune 2014. The learning
process was conducted using speech activity technique. The following were the
steps on Cycle 1.
a. Planning
Planning stage on Cycle 1 was conducted through several stages including
having consultation and coordination with the collaborators. This first stage was
aimed at discussing the implementation of the action plan and various
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preparations including writing lesson plans, deciding learning materials,
preparing research instruments such as observation sheets. The next stage was to
conduct a briefing preparation or guidance on learning scenario in the classroom
for the researcher with the collaborators before the learning process took place.
This was done in order that the learning process could run smoothly and the
results obtained in the observations can be used as reflection.
From this stage, some activities were planned to be implemented in the
next stage. To create classroom activities that would develop communicative
competence, instructors needed to incorporate a purpose and an information gap
and allowed for multiple forms of expression. According to Brown(1994); Burns
& Joyce(1997); Carter & McCarthy, (1995), the general outline of speaking
lesson are preparation, presentation, practice, evaluation, and extension. The
explanation isas follows:
1) Preparation
The tutorcould use the preparation step to establish a context for the
speaking task (where, when, why, and with whom it will occur) and to initiate
awareness of the speaking skill to be targeted (asking for clarification, stressing
key words, using reduced forms of words).This procedure aimed at making the
participants understood toward the topics that would be taught. At this stage the
tutor might use some leaning methods, such as lecturing, brainstorming, and even
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questioning. Or, they could use instructional media to attract the attention of the
learners in the process of delivering the material.
2) Presentation
The tutorcould provide learners with a preproduction model that furthers
learner comprehension and helped them become more attentive observers of
language use.
3) Practice
Practice involved learners in reproducing the targeted structure, usually in
a controlled or highly supported manner
4) Evaluation
This stage was done on the second meeting. Evaluation involved directing
attention to the skills being examined and asking learners to monitor and assess
their own progress.The evaluation process could be done trough conducting tests
Individual test results would provide information of the capabilities of each
learner
5) Extension
Finally, extension consisted of activities that ask learners to use the
strategy or skills in a different context or authentic communicative situation, or to
integrate the use of the new skills or strategy with previously acquired ones.
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b. Action
Theaction stagefocusedonimplementing speech activitytechnique tothe
participantsand encouragingthemtoapplythetechniquewhiletheywerecarrying out
speaking activities.Italsoencouragedparticipantstoholdcommunicative learning
through discussionbetween participants and participants or participants and the
tutor.Inthis cycle, the researcherand thecollaborators tooktheirown duty. The
researcherasthetutordeliveredthe materialandassistedparticipantswhile
theywereworkingindividually.Meanwhile,thecollaborators
satinbackoftheclassandmadeobservationandpicturesduringthelesson.
ThedataofCycle1werecollectedthroughobservationclass, interview and picture
as document. Thecomplete description ofCycle 1 is presented in the following
section.
1) Preparation
The first action conducted was called preparation. This stage was done in
the first meeting. First of all, the description about speech formatthat would be
the teaching and learning technique was explained to the participants. It was
about the explanation of what speech format techniquewas, each stage of the
technique, and how to implement the technique in speaking situation.
After the explanation about the technique was considered clear and the
participants seemed to understand well about the technique, the explanation went
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further to the material that would be used during the research. The material was
about the cross culture understanding which was chosen by relying on the needs
analysis. The materials were provided in the form of videos. In this stage,
participants watched a video about culture in United Arab Emirates. This was
aimed to engage participants’ attention also guiding them to the topic.
2) Presentation
In this stage, the tutor played more roles. The stage was done still in the
first meeting. First, the tutor explained the format of speech that the participants
should obey. According to the University of Southern Mississippi speaking center
on www.usm.edu/speakingcenter, there are three points in the speaking format,
they are introduction, body and conclusion.
a) Introduction
In introduction, a speaker started the speech using an attention getter. It
was to pull audiences in with something interesting. The speaker could tell a
story, used interesting statements or a quotation. Next, the speaker had to
introduce the topic. After that, the speaker told about the outline of the speech.
Finally, the speaker used transition to jump to the body of the speech.
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b) Body
In the body, the speaker stated some points that he or she wanted to
explain. After that, he or she explores the points clearly using examples and data
to support the arguments.
c) Conclusion
In the conclusion, the speaker should make a summary of the speech. It
could be by restating the points or it would be better that the speaker could relate
the point to the condition of the audience in order to make the speech more
meaningful. The last, the speaker had to close the speech using a strong ending.
The speaker used quotation or closing remarks which was impressive.
After that, the tutor showed a video about example of good speech and
bad speech. The participants then could compare. Next, the tutor gave more input
of the topic using more videos about another topic of cross culture understanding
in United Arab Emirates. They were videos about women’s culture in Dubai,
How to live in Dubai and tips of doing successful business in Middle East. While
playing the video, the tutors explained the content of the video. If there were
misunderstandings, the tutors would clarify. After everything was clear, the tutors
asked the participants to identify and make list of culture that they had seen in
pairs. Then, the tutor asked each of them to compare the culture to Indonesian
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culture. Finally, they were asked to make script of speech about products that
they consume everyday which they werefamiliar with.
3) Practice
In this stage, the participants practiced to make a speech.It was their first
practice. Their speech should consider the speech format as the tutor had taught.
They performedat least minutes in front of the class, using the script they had
made. The might choose the topic to be performed. The practice ended until all
participants had their turns. In this stage, the tutors did not only saw their
performance but also made list of mistakes the participants made. After the whole
class had performed, the tutors made correction of mistakes, including grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation, also skills in public speaking.
Most of the participants were lack of self-confidence. The tutor, then,
gave the more practical example by herself. Also, the tutor encouraged the
participants not to make the same mistakes by giving tips and tricks about
avoiding the mistakes. Finally, the tutors allowed the participants to make
practice again.
4) Evaluation
In this phase, the researcher made use of the two kinds of assessment
proposed by Brown (2004: 5) that is informal and formal assessment. The
informal assessment was done after the participants came in front of the class to
practicemaking a speech in the practice stage. In the informal assessment, the
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tutor assessed the participants by making notes toward their performance whether
they already did a good performance or still needed improvement. The
assessment was not only applied toward the content that was presented, it was
also about the participants’ pronunciation and other aspects.
Another assessmentwas the formal assessment. It was done using scoring
rubric that had been prepared by the tutor before the class. There were several
things about speaking performance were outlined in the rubric which was adapted
from Brown’s (2006), they are content, delivery, organization, and language. In
each category, the tutor provided five levels of score. The participants would get
score 1 often made mistakes. Score 2 was for them who tried hard to make good
performance although sometimes they made mistakes. Next, they would get score
3 if they were already good and the mistakes were tolerable. Finally, score 4 was
for those who already made very good speech which was only few mistakes
found and score 5 was for the excellent speech maker including good eye contact
in the delivery.
In the result, it was found that there were two participants who were
already very good in making speech. Two others were good. However the rest
two needed more improvement. In the other hand, in the formal assessment, they
were made improvement, especially in the matter of self-confidence.
5) Extension
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In this stage, the tutor and participants made reflection of their activity.
They shared impression and experiences of the speech activity. The tutor also
related the skills which were used in the activity to the other activity. It was
aimed to give another example and let the participants learn from another activity
which is still related to speaking.
d) Observation
Observations are carried out during the teaching and learning process to
see whether the technique was implemented successfully or not by seeing
whether the participants already fulfilled the rubric of speaking or not. For the
first aspect, the observation results can be seen as follows:
1) Content
In the content, the speaker was expected to providea variety of content
which was appropriate for the task, such as generalizations, details, examples and
evidence which were used to support the arguments.
Carrying out this stage, the participantswere good in proposing the points
regarding the topic. It was because the tutors gave them the questions as outline
to be fulfilled in the speech. It was about what, where, when, why, who and how.
They could answer all the 5W 1H and then arranging them to be the point of the
speech.
It could be seen from the field notes bellow that the participants were
good in arranging the content
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2) Delivery
In this category, participants were expected to be able to deliver the
speech lively and enthusiasly. The speaker also should emphasize and enhance
the meaning of the message using varied volume and intonation. Pronunciations,
pauses, and disfluencies also became the consideration.
However, the resultdid not run successfully as it was expected. Some were
good in the delivery. The voice was loud enough. On the other hand, there were
some whose voice was not loud enough. Fortunately, they were helped by the
audience as the audiences are adults. As adults were easier to be conditioned, they
were very quiet when the other participants took their turn. In addition, there were
some mistakes in pronouncing some words. The tutor, then, clarified and made
correction after the whole participants had performed. This following fieldnotes
supports the statement.
In this step, participants were given questions using 5W 1H. The participants
answered the questions and then arranging the answer into paragraphs. They
were good in exploring the paragraphs using examples and evidences. They
were also able to relate the topic to the audience condition.
Field notes 2, Tuesday, June 24th 2014
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3) Organization
The result of the Organization category on the cycle 1 could be seen
from this following fieldnotes:
It could be seen that some participants were good organizing the speech.
However, still, some neededsuggestion and advice for improvement.
4) Language
It was the stage where the participants mostly made mistakes. In this
stage, most participants made grammatical mistakes in minimum
requirements. The mistakes were varied. There were some who found it
difficult to differentiate countable and uncountable noun. Thus, they were
incorrect using the articles. Also, there were some who were incorrect
Some participants were loud enough in delivering the speech. However, some
were not. Fortunately, all participants are adults. They respected the other
who was having their turn. It was also because, they want to see the others’
performance and compare to theirs. Thus, it was easier to condition them to
pay attention. However, some participants made some mistakes in
pronunciation. For example Mrs. Nurul was incorrect pronouncing “river”.
Field notes 2, Tuesday, 24th June 2014
The organization of most speech was already good. However, some
participants forgot using the transition. They said they were blank when
performing. However, all of them were good in making summary. They used
closing remarks and made good eye contact.
Field notes 2, Tuesday 24th June 2014
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fulfilled minimum requirements. The following field notes support the
statement.
e) Reflection
AfterconductingactionsofCycle1,theresearchermadereflectionto
seethe weaknessandwhathadtobedoneinthenextcycle.Thecollaborators
discussed and madesomereflections.Itaimedat fulfilling the democraticand
dialogic validityas mentionedinChapterIII.
In making the reflection the researcher and the collaborators analyzed
the observation class result and the interview transcript. The reflection
results of Cycle 1 are:
1) All participants already understood with the speech format.
2) The material which was used also suitable to the participants, however
it is suggested to use additional kind of material, like handouts.
3) The participants mostly made grammatical mistakes.
4) The participants needed more input of vocabulary and pronunciation.
5) Participants’ motivation should be improved as the class began verylate
in the afternoon. Thus, it is needed interesting activity or games to
Grammatical mistakes were everywhere. Most of the participants found it
difficult to fulfilled minimum requirements. Also, most of them found it
difficult to differentiate countable and uncountable noun.
Field notes 2, Tuesday 24th June 2014
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engage their motivation.
6) The class was not effective as it begin in the afternoon.
One of the considerations to determine the reflection of the first
cycle was the interview conducted to the participants after the
implementation of the action in the cycle that was after the second meeting
lesson had finished. The observation sheet below explained the condition:
No Observation item Yes No Co
mm
ent
A Pre-teaching
1. The tutor led the class to pray.
2. The tutor introduced the topic of the
material.
B Whilst-teaching
1. The participants were ready to learn the
materials.
2. The tutor gave an input video.
3. The tutor and the participants discussed
the video.
4. The participants identified the cultures in
the video.
5. The tutor distributed handouts.
6. The tutor checked participants’
understanding.
7. The tutor gave the participants
opportunity to ask questions.
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8. The participants delivered their questions
to the tutor.
9. The participants were engaged to do
interesting speaking activities such as
games, discussion, and singing.
10. The tutor’s instructions are clear.
C Post- teaching
1. The tutor summarized and reflects the
lesson.
2. The participants reflected their learning.
3. The tutor previewed on the upcoming
materials.
4. The tutor ended the class by praying.
D Class situation
1. The tutor showed enthusiasm and interest
in the subject being taught.
2. The participants were highly motivated
during the lesson.
3. The participants were actively involved in
each class activity.
4. The time allocation was appropriate.
E The use of teaching and learning media
1. The tutor used a textbook or handouts.
2. The media used by the tutor were
sufficient in the teaching and learning
process.
3. The tutor used interesting media such as
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videos or pictures in teaching and learning
process.
4. The tutor provided appropriate models
and authentic spoken texts to teach
speaking.
Observation checklist 1, Tuesday, June 24th 2014
It can be seen from the observation checklist which was filled by the
collaborator, there were still some points that should be improved. They were
lack of handouts, games, and time allocation. First, it was considered
important to give handouts to the participants in order to give more input by
reading. Next, it was assumed that the participants would be more enthusiastic
if there were attention getter in the next classes. Finally, the collaborators
agreed that the class was not effective as the class began very late after the
work hour. Thus, it was needed to rearrange the plans for the next classes in
cycle II, in order to overcome those problems.
R : Mas Angga, bagaimanarefleksi di cycle I nih? (Brother,how was the
Cycle I?)
C : Hasilnyayaseperti di observation checklist itu.
Bisadilihatlebihlengkapnya.Terutamakalomenurutkusihperluditambah
handout, Zah.Soaltekniknyagakadamasalah.Cumaharuslebihbanyak
input aja. Terus management
waktuterutama.Karenakelasnyakuliatgakefektifbanget.Mungkinnanti
bias konsulsama HRD biarkelasya bias dimulailebihawal.
Apalagipertemuandepankansudahpuasa. Harusada ice breaker dan
attention getter jugabiarpesertanyagakjenuh.(You may reflect from the
observation checklist. It is more detail described.the most important,
for me, is to give handouts.The technique s okay.in the other hand, you
should give additional input.Next,it is about time management.
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(continued)
(Continued)
Based on the discussion, the researcher and collaborators decided to do
some changes in Cycle II. It was based on the collaborators’ recommendation.
They were:
1) The rearrangement of time of the class.
2) The tutors would prepare handouts.
3) The tutor would explain more about grammars in practical way.
4) The tutor would give list nouns form, verbs form, adjectives form.
5) In the beginning of the next class, the class would listen to a song.
2) Report on Cycle II
Reflecting on the discussion between the researcher and the English
tutor, it was decided that the implementation of Cycle II would focus on
solving problems found in the previous cycle. In this cycle, some new
activities were provided in the execution either in speech activities or the
tutor’s method. This second cycle was held within three meetings on Tuesday,
8th July 2014, Thursday, 10th July, and Tuesday, 15th July 2014. The learning
You can consult to the HRD to ask permission to start the class
earlier. Furthermore, next meetings will have been the fasting
month. There should be attention getters or ice breakers. SO, the
participants would not get bored.
Interview 4, Thursday, 26th June 2014
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process was done still using speech format technique. It was expected that this
implementation could overcome the problems and the teaching learning
process would be more fun and interesting for the participants. And, finally
the participants’ speaking skills could significantly improve. The following
sections were the steps on Cycle II:
a. Planning
The planning stage on Cycle II was conducted similarly to the planning
step in the previous cycle. It was through several stages by involving the
English tutor to have some coordination and consultation. There were some
activities carried out in this stage. The first activity was aimed at discussing
the implementation of the action plan and various preparations including
preparing some learning media which were appropriate with the learning
materials. The second activity was to conduct a briefing preparation or
guidance on learning scenario in the classroom for the researcher as the
English tutor and the collaborators before the learning process took place.
From this stage, it was planned some activities that would be
implemented in the action stage. The activities in the teaching and learning
process were still based on stages in teaching speaking suggested by
Brown(1994); Burns & Joyce(1997); Carter & McCarthy, (1995), as follows:
1) Preparation
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Reflected on the first cycle, the class was not effective. In the first
cycle, the class started at 4 p.m to 5 p.m. However, in the cycle II, the
researcher made changes. It was considered important to start the class earlier.
Furthermore, the Cycle II was done during the fasting month. Thus, the
researcher asked permission to the HRD, to conduct the class earlier at 3 p.m
in the Cycle II.
The tutoragain used the preparation step to establish a context for the
speaking task (where, when, why, and with whom it wouldoccur) and to
initiate awareness of the speaking skills to be targeted (asking for
clarification, stressing key words, using reduced forms of words).This
procedure aims at making the participants understand toward the topics that
would be taught.
In the preparation stage, the tutor may use some leaning methods, such
as lecturing, brainstorming, and even questioning. Or, they can use
instructional media to attract the attention of the learners in the process of
delivering the material. However, based on the reflection of Cycle 1, the tutor
would add attention getter as the action of cycle II was done in the fasting
month. The attention getter which was planned was listening to a song in the
initial of the class. Thus, the tutor engaged the participants’ attention by using
the song.
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2) Presentation
The tutor provided learners with a preproduction model that furthered
learner comprehension and helps them become more attentive observers of
language use.
3) Practice
Practice involved learners in reproducing the targeted structure,
usually in a controlled or highly supported manner.
4) Evaluation
Evaluation involved directing attention to the skill being examined
and asking learners to monitor and assessed their own progress.The
evaluation process can be done trough conducting tests. Individual test results
would provide information of the capabilities of each learner
5) Extension
Finally, extension consists of activities that ask learners to use the
strategy or skill in a different context or authentic communicative situation, or
to integrate use of the new skill or strategy with previously acquired ones.
b. Action
Theaction stagein this cycle was focused on overcoming some
problems found in the previous cycle in order to improve the participants’
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speaking skills.Inthis cycle the researcherand thecollaborators held a team
teaching.The researcherdeliveredthe materialandassistedparticipantsin
learning.Meanwhile,thecollaborators
madeobservationandpictureduringthelesson.
ThedataofCycleIIwerecollectedthroughclass observation, interviews and
pictures as document. Thecomplete description ofCycle II is presented
below.
1) Preparation
Based on the reflection from the first cycle, the first thing that was
done at the first meeting in the second cycle was about listening to a song.
The song was entitled “That’s the way it is “. It was the song by Celine Dion.
The tutor played the song twice while the participants were required to fill in
the blanks of the lyric which was already prepared by the tutor through
handouts. After that, the participants checked the answers of the blanks
together. The method to engage the participants’ attention and motivation was
proven effective to make them more active to speak up, at least to make the
class more alive. The field notes bellow supports the statement.
The participants were enthusiastic to listen to the song. Even, at the end of
the class, some participants asked for the copy of the song. They were
active when checking the blanks together.
Field notes 4, Thursday, 8th July 2014
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Next, it was about the teaching and learning process. The first action was
preparation. This stage was done in the first meeting of the second cycle. First
of all, the tutor asked whether the participants still remember or not about the
speech activity and the speech format. This action was aimed to make the
participants clearly understand about the technique so that they would not get
confused when they apply the technique in the teaching and learning process.
In explaining the method, a discussion about the participants and the tutor was
held. The participants generally clear with the technique as they were familiar
with the technique. This can be seen from this following field notes:
As the participants were already clear with the technique, the action
went further to the material which was about cross culture understanding.
Some questions were given to the participants to check whether the
participants still remember things about cross culture of Germany.
2) Presentation
In the second cycle, the participants were given more input in the form
of handouts. It was about summary of cross culture understanding of
The participants already understand with the speech format. They could
apply the format as the tutor requires. In the other hand, they said , “Miss.
Ziza, kitalangsungpraktekaja, bahasaInggrismahkan yang
pentingprakteknya. Biargakbanyakwaktuterbuang.” They stated that they
need more practice.
Field notes 4, Tuesday, July 8th 2014
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Germany in the business situation. The participants were, then, asked to read
and identify the meaning of the culture. The participants seemed found some
difficulties in understanding the text. Finally, the tutor provides some culture
with pictures to clarify the meaning.
Furthermore, when the participants got confused with the new
vocabulary, the tutor opened the electronic digital dictionary. The tutor also
added inputs about grammar for the participants. The tutor explained about
present tense and past tense. The participants were so serious listening to the
explanation. Thus, sometimes they commented, “
Ituudahpernahdiajarinwaktusekolahsampekuliah, Miss. Tapikenapa pas
ngomongmasihseringsalahya?“  They stated that they got the input of the
grammar since they were at school. However, they found it difficult to use the
grammar correctly when speaking. After the participants seemed to
understand the explanation about the material, the vocabulary and the
grammar, the teaching and learning process was continued to the next phase,
practice.
3) Practice
This stage was done in the second meeting. It was the time for the
participants to practice. As the previous meeting already learnt about
Germans’ culture, in the second meeting, they have to compare the Germans’
culture to Indonesians. It was about Jakarta’s annual event, Pekan Raya
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Jakarta. Before that, the participants worked in pairs to discuss the material on
the video and made some notes of their own with their own language. After
that, they were asked to speak in front of the class, to explain about Pekan
Raya Jakarta.  This activity finished until all participants had their own turns.
While participants were having practice, the tutors list the mistakes they
made. Finally, the tutor made correction of the mistakes. When the
participants were seemed still confused, the tutor explained again about the
grammar and gave more examples. The first meeting of the second cycle was
finished only for practice. At the end of the meeting, the tutor had given the
participants homework to prepare a speech to promote their own hometown.
Finally, in the second meeting of the second cycle they fixed with the
points of their speech. In the second meeting the participants had more time to
consult and ask some questions related to the grammar of the points or script.
The half of the second meeting was used for consultation and practice.
4) Evaluation
The evaluation was conducted in the third meeting. The formal
assessment was about the speech of their hometown. The participants took
their turn and the tutor assessed the improvement of their speaking skills
through formal assessment. The formal assessment included some category of
speaking skills.They are content, delivery, organization and language.
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5) Extension
In this stage, the tutor and participants made reflection of their
activity. The tutor asked the participants about their feeling during the last
performance.
c. Observation
Observations are carried out during the teaching and learning process
to see whether the technique was implemented successfully or not by seeing
whether the participants already reached the criterion of speaking or not. For
the first aspect, the observation results can be seen as follows:
1) Content
In the content, the speaker is expected to provide a variety of content
which is appropriate for the task, such as generalizations, details, examples
and evidence which are used to support the arguments.
Carrying out this stage, the participants were also good in proposing
the points regarding the topic. Furthermore, the tutor did not give any
scaffolding for the final speech. However, the participants still did good job in
the content. They implemented the same principles that an explanation should
answer the 5W 1H questions.
2) Delivery
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In this category, participants were expected to be able to deliver the
speech lively and enthusiasly. The speaker was also should emphasize and
enhance the meaning of the message using varied volume and intonation.
Pronunciations, pauses, and disfluencies also became the consideration.
The result of their performance of delivery was found better. Some
participants who were not loud enough when speaking, tin the final
assessment they did better. In the final performance, even the participants
only prepared some pointers like a good public speaker did. Furthermore, they
were longer explaining each point and were seemed more comfortable with
the performance. In the matter of self-confidence, there was significant
improvement in all participants. It can be seen from the field notes bellow that
everybody wanted to show their best.
The statement is also supported by the interview transcript bellow
between the tutor and the collaborator.
A significant improvement was found in the matter of participants’ self-
confidence. The researcher found that everybody wanted to show their best.
Field notes 4, Thursday, 10th July 2014
R :Mbak, menurutMbakbagaimanatadiperformance-nyamereka, mbak?
(Miss, in your opinion, how was their performance?)
C :Keliatanbangetadaperkembangan. Rata
ratasemuabagus.Terutamadalamhalpercayadiri.Semuanya dah
keliatanlebihpedengomongdi depan. Perkarasalahataubener.Bagus,
zah.(There was significant improvement. They were generally good. Each of
them had improvement n the matter of self- confidence. They were not afraid
anymore no matter what it was correct or not. It was a good job, Zah. )
Interview 5, Thursday, 10th July 2014
Field notes 4, Thursday, 10th April 2014
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5) Organization
The result of the Organization category on the cycle II can be seen
from this following field notes:
The participants made a better job than they did in the Cycle I. They prepared
more varied closing remarks as the tutor suggested. Finally, their score in the
organization category were good.
4) Language
In the second cycle, the tutor still found many grammatical mistakes.
However, the mistakes were less than in the cycle I. Some mistakes were
found still in the minimum requirements. However, some corrections were
made by the participants. Most of them realized what mistakes theymade. It
was assumed, then, there was improvement of their knowledge of English.
They finally were able to make the correction of mistakes they made in the
learning process. The following field notes supports the statement.
The participants used more varied closing remarks.
Field notes 4, Thursday, 10th July 2014
It was good. Although there were still mistakes everywhere, the participants
often made correction. Also, they realize in what sentences they were
incorrect.
Field notes 4, Thursday, July 10th 2014
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3) Reflection
AfterconductingactionsofCycleII,theresearchermadereflection to the
actions.Itwasdone througha discussionwiththecollaboratorsto
makesomereflections.Itaimedtofulfill the democraticand dialogic validityas
mentionedinChapterIII.In creating reflection the researcher and
collaborators analyzed the class observation result and the interview
transcript.
Based on the discussion, it could be seen that the actions that all the
problems in the previous cycle could be overcome. As a consequence, the
actions finally had improved the participants’ speaking skills as well as their
motivation and enthusiasm to joinspeaking class. One of the evidence for
this condition was the interview conducted to the collaborator after the
implementation of the action had finished. The interview transcript is as
follows
\
R : Oh yaMbak, menurutpendapatmbak Sarah,
bagaimanaimplementasi Cycle II kemarin? (By the way, what do
you think about the last implementation of Cycle II?)
C : SudahadaperkembanganZah, danaku rasa itulebihbaikdari yang
sebelumnya. Ada peningkatan yang
sangatsignifikanterutamadarihalpercayadirimereka,
khususnyabuNurul, The Devi,
danmbaAyu.Akusendirisenengngeliatnya.Wahkayanyamemangben
erbenerharusada training bahasaInggrisdeh.(There is
improvement. Well, I think the result is better than before. There
is significant improvement most in the matter of self-confidence,
especially Mrs. Nurul’s, Miss. Devi’s, and Miss. Ayu’s. I am glad
to see this. Hmm, I think, it is important to conduct English
trainings.)
Interview 6, Friday, July, 11th 2014
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The collaborators stated that the activity was successful. Some
actions that were planned in the Cycle II were successfully implemented and
found good result. First, there were improvements in the participants’ self-
confidence, especially for some participants. In the matter of the English,
there were also some progresses although the most significance was in about
the self-confidence. However, the collaborators argued that the class was
generally successful.  Therefore, they believed that holding a training of
English would be beneficial.
An interview was also conducted to the participants. It was to find
out their opinion toward the activity. Based on the interview result, it can be
seen that the technique used in the teaching and learning process can
improve the participants’ skills in speaking and participants’ motivation and
enthusiasm in followingsspeaking classes. This is shown in the following
interview transcript.
R :GimanakemarenMbak, Mas,
belajarSpeakingnya?Bermanfaatgaksihspeechnya? (In your
opinion, how was the teaching and learning of Speaking? Is the
speech activity useful?)
P1 : Baguskok, Miss. Ziza.(Pretty good, Miss. Ziza.)
P2 : Bermanfaat. (It is useful.)
P3 : Asikkok Miss. (It was fun.)
R :Gimanamenurutmbak mas
soalspeakingnya?sudahadaperubahanbelum?(According to you,
how was the speaking activity?Is there any improvement of your
speaking skill?)
P2 : Sekarangjadiberani, kemarenkemarentutakutsalah, Miss..(Now,
I am more confident. I was afraid of making mistakes.)
Interview 7, Friday, July, 11th 2014
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It was concluded from the full interview transcript that they stressed
some points of holding speech activity. Firstly, the participants realized what
benefits of speech are. Secondly, they learnt the better way in speaking more
organized. Thirdly, they got knowledge about the topic used in speaking class.
Next, the speaking classes were fun as the tutors used video and handouts for
the class. Finally, they stated that the speech activity gave them chances to to
speak. Thus, they were more encouraged to speak. Therefore, they were more
confident to speak in English.
The interview transcript above made the researcher sure that speech
activity had really improved the participants’ speaking skills and
theirmotivation toward speaking English. That was why this second cycle
became the last cycle in this research. In addition, to strengthen the researcher’s
findings, it was done a post-test of speaking skills. Just like the pre-test, the
post-test was in the form of speech activity.
C. Research Findings and Discussions
In this part, the findings based on the discussion of each Cycle I, and
Cycle II were discussed. The findings of this research consist of qualitative and
quantitative data. The qualitative data consisted of the general findings of the
actions, while the quantitative data includes the participants’ speaking scores.
The following section is the qualitative data of the study.
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First of all, speech activity as one technique to be implemented in
learning speakingwas believed to improve participants’ speaking skills. It
couldincrease the level of participants’ participation during teaching and
learning process. Implementing discussion in the class encouraged participants
to take role in the discussion. It allowed participants to speak and communicate
their ideas. The discussion encouraged participants to be active in the learning
activity. It increased their participation instead ofoperating their mobile phones.
Second of all, speech activity technique was believed to improve
participants’ speaking skillsby giving participants more chances to practice.
Practice made participants more confident in speaking. They did not feel that
the speech activity was difficult to do, because they had practice.Participants
felt that it was easier to speak using speech activity technique. The participants
did not find any stuck anymore because in speaking they implemented the rules
of speech format, that speaking should have opening, body, and closing. It
made the participants more motivated in speech activity.
Lastly, speech activity was believed to improve interaction in the class.
The activities of this technique include discussion. These activities allowed
participants to interact with other participants by giving and answering
questions. They shared ideas and knowledge about what was being talked. It
alsoimproved the interaction between the tutor and the participants. The tutor
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interacted closely with the participants when he gave guidance and assistance
during the discussion activities.
On top all of these, there were some good suggestions related to the
problems which emerged on the implementation. First, the tutor should give
clear explanation and many of examples to make participants understand to the
speech activity. Second, the tutor should give the appropriate input for speaking
and challenging topicfor discussion. Thelast, the tutor should manage the class
well, assist the participants and motivate participants not to be afraid in making
mistakes in order that the speech activity run well.The summary of findings is
presented in the following table.
Table 2: Thedescriptionofthe findings duringtheactions
No. Pre-Condition Cycle I Cycle II
1 Participantswere not
enthusiastic speaking
activities. This could
be seen by seeing the
situation during the
observation. At that
time, the participants
tended to be passive
in speaking. In most
activities, they were
help by translator if
they needed to speak
English.
Some of the
participants were not
enthusiastic and found
hard to speak. The
participants still got
confused about the
speech activity
technique. They still
did not know what
they should speak.
When speaking they
were not confident.
The participantswere
Most of the participants
were active and
enthusiastic in joining
the reading activities
provided by the tutor.
They had understood
well about the concept
of the speech activity
technique and they had
already known what to
do in speaking. The
participants were not
afraid to ask to the
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motivated again to
speak if the tutor
encouraged them.
tutor if they got
problems.
2. Participants got
difficulties in
speaking. This was
under the reason that
they did not get any
practice (i.e. activity
provided by the tutor)
to help them
comprehend speaking
skills.
Some participants
successfully made use
the questions provided
by the tutor as
guidance to make
them speak up.
Therefore, they did
not get as many
difficulties as they got
previously.
Most of the
participantssuccessfully
made use the speech
activity provided by the
tutor as chances to
practice Therefore,
they did not get as
many difficulties as
they got previously.
(continued)
(Continued)
3 Most of the
participants were not
confident of their
pronunciation and
language.
Some of the
participantswere
confident enough of
their speech they had
some practice and
correction during the
speech activity.
Most of the
participants were
confident enough of
their speech because
they already prepared
with the speech.
Therefore, they could
perform better than the
practice.
4 Participants were not
familiar with some
topic (i.e. cross culture
understanding)
Some of the
participantsunderstand
about the cross culture
understanding although
they never meet the
native speaker as yet.
Most of the
participants could
develop the topic of
cross culture
understanding. They
tried to find more about
it by themselves out of
the class finally they
could share it in the
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class.
5 Participants did not
enjoy speaking
activities provided by
the tutor.
Participants felt
burdenedby the speech
activity provided by
the tutor.
Participants felt free
and enjoyed the speech
activity provided by
the tutor.
6. Most of the
participants were quite
if they had to interact
with the tutor.
Some
participantstended to
interact not only with
their close friends and
they had interaction
with their tutor during
the teaching and
learning process.
Most
participantstended to
interact not only with
their close friends and
had interacted with
their tutor during the
teaching and learning
process.
Actually, the research was focused on improving participants’speaking
skills through implementing the speech activity.  The findings showed that the
technique was successful in improving   participants’speaking skills of
marketing staff at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana. The researchwas carried out in
two cycles. Here, the participants were asked to speak individually in speech
activity. The activity process allowed participants to be critical in orderto share
their ideas. Based on the finding, the technique helped participants in improving
speaking skills which belong to class room speaking performance that is the
prepared talks or oral presentation or performance activity or sometimes is also
called as project workas it was proved by Nguyen Thi Tam (2012) inherresearch.
Conductingspeech activity in learning strategy also
gaveallparticipantschancetobeactiveandtaketheir
roleinthelearningprocessinimproving speaking skills as it belongs to oral
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presentation or prepared talks as one of the class room speaking activity. This
was just like whatNunan (2001)suggested that it is needed to provide
opportunities for participants to talk and limiting teacher’s talk. Therefore,allof
participants were free tolearn and had a chance to practice speaking. The
technique also is also effective to be implemented in speaking class.
ThisfindingwasinlinewithNguyen Thi Tam (2012) in the sense that she
concludes that doing oral presentation is an effective activity and students have
positive attitude toward using it as a learning activity. In his findings, he found
that doing oral presentation help students learn English better and practice their
speaking skills.
As what has been said before, the quantitative data was derived from the
participants’ speech activity scores. The scores were based on the pre-test and
post- test that had been done before and after the implementation of the action.
The participants’ scores can be shown in the following table.
Table 3: Theparticipants’ speaking skills score
Test Content Delivery Organization Language
Pre-test 5.33 6.33 5.66 5.33
Post-test 8.00 7.33 7.33 6.66
Gain score 2.77 1.00 1.77 1.34
On the pretest, the participants’ average score was only 5.66 from all
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aspects of speech. However, it can be seen from the table above that all of the
participants could pass the passing grade in the post-test. In addition, the average
score of the participants’ speaking skills improved from 5.66 to 7.33.
The improvements achieved by the participants above are presented in the
following chart.
Chart 1: The participants’ mean scores in speaking aspects
Furthermore, it can be seen from the gain score of pretest and posttest that
the improvement of participants’ speaking skills was significant. The table below
supports the statement.
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Table 4:The comparisonof pre-test and post-testmean
The table shows that the mean of participants’ scores in the pre-test was
5.66, and the mean of the participants’ scores in the post-test was 7.33. This
means that the mean of the participants’ speaking skills scores increased. In other
words, the participants’ speaking skills had improved.
Summarizing all the discussion above, based on the qualitative and
quantitative data analysis, speech activity can improve speaking skills of
marketing staff at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana.
Pre-test Post-test Gain score
Total score 22.65 29.32 6.67
Mean score 5.66 7.33 1.67
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusions
This research was conducted to marketing staff of PT. Beton Perkasa
Wijaksana. It was carried out from June to July 2014. The objective of this research
study was   to   improve   the   marketing staff’s speaking skills through speech
activity. Based   on   the   results and discussions in the previous chapter, it can be
concluded that the implementation of the speech activity in the teaching and learning
process of speaking can improve the participants’ speaking skills.
The results of this research revealed the improvements contributed by the
implementation of the speech activity in the teaching and learning process of
speaking in marketing staff. First, speech activity can improve the participants’
motivation. They were able to engage the participants’ attentions and interests during
the teaching and learning process of speaking.
Besides, the speech activity could provide the participants’ chance to
practice. The staff became more confident to speak and active in the classroom
activities as they had practices. Next, since the participants were motivated and the
speaking class ran well, their speaking skills, such as fluency and accuracy were also
improved.  The use of speech activity in the teaching and learning process, especially
in the speaking practices, enabled them to express their ideas toward prepared topics.
The implementation of speech activity and the other supporting activities were
believed to be effective to facilitate the staffto improve their speaking skills.
The findings and the discussion in Chapter IV showed that the speaking skills
of marketing staff’ at PT. Beton Perkasa Wijaksana improved through the
implementation of speech activity. The actions were carried out in two cycles. In
Cycle I, the activity was focused on introducing the technique to the participants.
The activity included in preparation, presentation, practice, evaluation and extension.
In the second cycle, the activities were the same as those in the previous cycle, but
the activity was focused on the implementation the third stages to improve the staff
speaking skills. All of the activities could finally improve the staff’s speaking skills.
It was also supported by the improvement of the participants’ score of speech
activity. The participants’ mean score increased from 5.66 to 7.33.
B. Implications
The research findings showed that speaking skills of marketing staff’s at PT.
Beton Perkasa Wijaksana improved. The improvement could be reached after
carrying out the actions during the teaching learning process. Through the
implementation of some interesting activities during the actions, the participants
finally got better speaking skills. They enjoyed applying each stage of the technique
used by the researcher, that is, speech activity technique. They thought that the
technique really helped them in learning speaking skills. Finally, they also became
more motivated in using speaking skills in their job. The implications of this
research can be seen from following section:
1. Using speech activity technique was able in increasing the interaction among the
participants and between participants and the tutor. It allowed the interaction
among the participants and the tutorby holding theclassdiscussion.
2. Applying speech activity could improve the participants’ enthusiasm and
motivation in speaking. This technique includes one of the new ways to hold
speaking activities. Therefore, the participants would not get bored as the tutor
gave challenges in learning speaking.
3. Holding a team teaching was effective in handling speaking activity. It allowed
participants to get more assistance and guidance in applying the speech activity
technique.
4. Modeling positive attitude in learning is the most important thingto be done as a
tutor. Convincing that making mistakes is normal was very beneficial to increase
the participants’ self-confidence. Teaching challenging topic and using varied
media also help to engage the participants’ attention. Showing the practical way
in learning speaking also made them more encourage in joining the class.
C. Suggestions
Based on theconclusionsand implications above,some suggestions will be
directed to thetutorsandother researchers.
1. To tutors
English tutors should be more creative in choosing the activities. The teachers
should know what participants need to improve participants’ weakness. If they want
to use the speech activity technique, they should consider the situation of the classes
that they can manage the class well. They also should consider on the topic of the
discussion that will influence participants’ motivation in speaking.
2. To other researchers
The other researchers who want to conduct the research using the speech
activity technique should understand the technique first. They should be able to apply
public speaking skills before they explain it to the participants. They also should give
clear explanations, examples, and model.
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